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In many languages, animacy underlies grammar as well as word formation. A particular ani-
macy grade can be expressed grammatically such as declension classes or different plural 
markers. A well known example from German is the weak masculine declension class only 
containing animate nouns: Matrose 'seaman', 'Mensch 'human being', or Bär 'bear'. The few 
exceptions are abstract nouns such as Gedanke 'thought' or Glaube 'belief'. The diachronic 
development of this class is based on animacy, as shown by Köpcke 2000.  
 This talk focuses on another grammaticalization process in German that is based on 
animacy – the ongoing development of an inflectional (gender) suffix from a derivational suf-
fix - in denoting females, i.e. Lehrerin 'teacher, fem.' from Lehrer 'teacher, masc.' or Vermit-
tlerin 'mediator, fem.' from Vermittler 'mediator, masc.'. A corpus-based research (including 
newspapers and historical dictionaries) reveals a semantic bleaching by the use of this type of 
nomina agentis as appositive or predicative, e.g. Anna als/ist Eigentümer-in 'Anna (fem.) as/is 
the owner-fem.'. In this position, the in-derived agent nouns have been extended to contexts 
with an inanimate but agentive referent, e.g. die Stadt als/ist Eigentümer-in 'the city (fem.) 
as/is owner-fem'. Inanimate referents are the next stage of context extension where the agent 
noun is related to a non-agentive, e.g. die Brücke als/ist Vorgängerin 'bridge (fem.) as/is 
predecessor-fem'. The small-step-perspective shows that the metaphorical abstraction PER-
SON > OBJECT is driven by animacy: animate > agentive collective > product of an agent > 
generic nouns > concrete nouns. This metonymic chain has made possible the semantic ab-
straction of the derivational suffix. Since the female in-words are now also used in relation to 
an inanimate, concrete noun (such as Brücke 'bridge'), the state reached today can be inter-
preted as an emerging inflectional suffix guaranteeing grammatical gender agreement. 
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